The UK’s No.1 Security Supplier
We intend to attract the best staff and management available and be the first choice, not only for our customers, but also for those seeking employment in the security profession.

“
We seek to continually improve and raise standards, further professionalising our industry and the role of the security officer. People are at the heart of everything we do. We will continue to invest in both the futures of our staff and the growth and prosperity of the company, embracing new technologies and smarter ways of working we will continue to maintain our position as the UK’s no 1 security provider.

Ricky Gardezi – Managing Director

"
Since 1989 TSS has provided ‘manned guarding’ for a diverse range of businesses. Personnel are recruited, vetted, and trained to industry leading standards. Our excellence in training is achieved through continued investment in our training centres and use of our own ‘in-house’ training team.

**HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS**

*Our services include*

- **MANNED GUARDING**
- **CCTV MONITORING**

TSS currently undertake a range of monitoring for clients from our various secure control hubs. Images are sent securely across the internet to our advanced Control Centres where professionally trained and vigilant TSS operatives will monitor your interests.
TSS currently delivers Alarm Response services throughout the UK to a variety of individual, local and national companies, with a combined footprint of over 5000 premises. The service is locally delivered through our network of six regional control hubs and mobile response officers.

TSS provides a service which is accredited to British Standard 7984 and can hold the keys to your premises or equipment within secure facilities. Key control and handling is of course vital. A receipt, detailing the date and time of the exchange together with a description of the keys will be issued to you.

With a wealth of practical experience, in a variety of retail environments, TSS has built a specialist team of very experienced and effective store detectives. Moving between stores and working closely with the police, neighbouring outlets and others, they are a vital asset in the loss prevention ‘tool box’.

Our Mobile Officers are supported by our network of control hubs up and down the country with 24/7 operational management support. TSS utilises low emission vehicles and both the vehicle and officer(s) are tracked for both client and TSS monitoring purposes.

Close Protection is a specialised and bespoke service, tailored to individual client needs. It may consist of one officer, or a team. Our staff are SIA qualified and trained and can deliver a personalised security service – drawing on our many years of experience.

As a key part of any new contract implementation TSS will work closely with a client to undertake a comprehensive review of the security need and proportionate activity to mitigate / eradicate risk. TSS understands risk (in all its forms) and the appropriate control measures to mitigate that risk.
TSS (Total Security Services) Ltd invests heavily in staff development. It is our mission to be the employer of choice within the security industry. As a family-owned and managed company, we are able to take a much longer-term view of our investment in people. Over the past 25 years this consistent investment in our officers, managers and Operational Support Teams (in fact, everyone who joins our organisation) has proven to be a sound policy steadily improving levels of expertise and in turn the quality of service delivered to our clients. It is this approach which has translated into 100% customer retention. Clearly investing in the individual careers of our staff benefits everyone.

Quality of our training
Our security officers benefit from enhanced training, the quality of which far exceeds statutory licencing requirements. This means that as a TSS Qualified Officer, you really are exceptional within the industry.

In-house training
To deliver such a high standard of training we use our own London and regional training centres, which are staffed by experienced TSS trainers. All our officers who pass our comprehensive Security Guarding Course are also given specialist CCTV training.
Providing national coverage and local support across the UK With offices in:

London
Birmingham
Bristol
Liverpool
Belfast
Glasgow